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Program Overview

� Overview of Green/Sustainable Design
� Objectives of Green Buildings

� Overview of  Rating Systems

� Issues and Risks in Green Building Design

� Tools  to Mitigate Risk

� Summary

� Questions & Answers



Danish Rahi Danish Rahi Danish Rahi Danish Rahi 

God has gifted us with many God has gifted us with many God has gifted us with many God has gifted us with many 

talents, the least we can dotalents, the least we can dotalents, the least we can dotalents, the least we can do

is explore them. is explore them. is explore them. is explore them. 



What are the objectives?What are the objectives?What are the objectives?What are the objectives?



Green Building ObjectivesGreen Building ObjectivesGreen Building ObjectivesGreen Building Objectives

� greater  efficiency

� Energy

� Resources

� lower life cycle cost 

� Total Cost of Ownership 

� Operations

� Maintenance

� “Cradle to grave”

� “cradle to cradle”

� healthier environment 

� IAQ/IEQ 

� waste management

� increased productivity
� “enhanced wellness”

� better performance
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A Balancing Act

of 

Expectation and Intent
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The The The The 

CostCostCostCost

of of of of 

GreenGreenGreenGreen

from Sustainable Facilities: Institutional compliance and the Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-
city Project  (2009) by S. P. Low, (National University of Singapore (NUS), J. Y. Liu, 
(Tianjin University, Tianjin, China), P. Wu, (NUS) Emerald Group Publishing Limited



Why do this? Why do this? Why do this? Why do this? 



Some  context  Some  context  Some  context  Some  context  

Energy  TrendsEnergy  TrendsEnergy  TrendsEnergy  Trends



Some  context Some  context Some  context Some  context ---- Energy  TrendsEnergy  TrendsEnergy  TrendsEnergy  Trends



Some  context Some  context Some  context Some  context ---- Energy  TrendsEnergy  TrendsEnergy  TrendsEnergy  Trends



Energy: Energy: Energy: Energy: 

Electricity Electricity Electricity Electricity 

Consumption Consumption Consumption Consumption 

and theand theand theand the

Human  Human  Human  Human  

DevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopment

IndexIndexIndexIndex



How do we measure? How do we measure? How do we measure? How do we measure? 



Rating SystemsRating SystemsRating SystemsRating Systems



USGBC’s LEED Categories    v3.0USGBC’s LEED Categories    v3.0USGBC’s LEED Categories    v3.0USGBC’s LEED Categories    v3.0

Elements of Green



USGBC’s LEED Categories    v3.0USGBC’s LEED Categories    v3.0USGBC’s LEED Categories    v3.0USGBC’s LEED Categories    v3.0

Elements of Green



Global Sustainability Global Sustainability Global Sustainability Global Sustainability 

Assessment SystemAssessment SystemAssessment SystemAssessment System

Qatar Sustainability Qatar Sustainability Qatar Sustainability Qatar Sustainability 

Assessment System Assessment System Assessment System Assessment System 

Criteria divided Criteria divided Criteria divided Criteria divided into into into into 

eight categories eight categories eight categories eight categories with with with with 

different weights.different weights.different weights.different weights.



Performance MetricsPerformance MetricsPerformance MetricsPerformance Metrics
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Why do this?Why do this?Why do this?Why do this?

PerformancePerformancePerformancePerformance

PerceptionPerceptionPerceptionPerception

ValueValueValueValue



What are the risks?What are the risks?What are the risks?What are the risks?



Performance ConcernsPerformance ConcernsPerformance ConcernsPerformance Concerns

Failure in performance could impact…Failure in performance could impact…Failure in performance could impact…Failure in performance could impact…

� Energy useEnergy useEnergy useEnergy use\\\\Resource useResource useResource useResource use

� Indoor EnvironmentIndoor EnvironmentIndoor EnvironmentIndoor Environment

� Waste StreamsWaste StreamsWaste StreamsWaste Streams

� Materials (Incompatibility) Materials (Incompatibility) Materials (Incompatibility) Materials (Incompatibility) 

� Operations & MaintenanceOperations & MaintenanceOperations & MaintenanceOperations & Maintenance



Perception IssuesPerception IssuesPerception IssuesPerception Issues

What are the perception issues/concerns?What are the perception issues/concerns?What are the perception issues/concerns?What are the perception issues/concerns?

�Social ResponsibilitySocial ResponsibilitySocial ResponsibilitySocial Responsibility

�Environmental StewardshipEnvironmental StewardshipEnvironmental StewardshipEnvironmental Stewardship

�AccountabilityAccountabilityAccountabilityAccountability

� “World Class”“World Class”“World Class”“World Class”



Value ImpactsValue ImpactsValue ImpactsValue Impacts

How is value created? How is it measured?How is value created? How is it measured?How is value created? How is it measured?How is value created? How is it measured?

�Operating CostOperating CostOperating CostOperating Cost

� Net Operating IncomeNet Operating IncomeNet Operating IncomeNet Operating Income

�Return on InvestmentReturn on InvestmentReturn on InvestmentReturn on Investment

�Market ValueMarket ValueMarket ValueMarket Value

� Leasing/Rental ratesLeasing/Rental ratesLeasing/Rental ratesLeasing/Rental rates

� Resale Resale Resale Resale 

�Productivity? Productivity? Productivity? Productivity? (health, wellness  (health, wellness  (health, wellness  (health, wellness  ---- “IEQ”)“IEQ”)“IEQ”)“IEQ”)



How do we mitigate these risks? How do we mitigate these risks? How do we mitigate these risks? How do we mitigate these risks? 



Bertrand RussellBertrand RussellBertrand RussellBertrand Russell

A hallucination is a fact, A hallucination is a fact, A hallucination is a fact, A hallucination is a fact, 

not an error; not an error; not an error; not an error; 

what is erroneous is a judgment what is erroneous is a judgment what is erroneous is a judgment what is erroneous is a judgment 

based upon it.based upon it.based upon it.based upon it.



Establish clear project objectivesEstablish clear project objectivesEstablish clear project objectivesEstablish clear project objectives

(Know where are you going) (Know where are you going) (Know where are you going) (Know where are you going) 

�Establish reasonable performance targetsEstablish reasonable performance targetsEstablish reasonable performance targetsEstablish reasonable performance targets
� original input, assumptions & criteriaoriginal input, assumptions & criteriaoriginal input, assumptions & criteriaoriginal input, assumptions & criteria

� Statement of criteria Statement of criteria Statement of criteria Statement of criteria 

� Basis of design Basis of design Basis of design Basis of design 

� include weather data ‘basis’  with some acceptable deviationinclude weather data ‘basis’  with some acceptable deviationinclude weather data ‘basis’  with some acceptable deviationinclude weather data ‘basis’  with some acceptable deviation

� learn what is “customary” based on industry ‘norms’ learn what is “customary” based on industry ‘norms’ learn what is “customary” based on industry ‘norms’ learn what is “customary” based on industry ‘norms’ 

including first cost.including first cost.including first cost.including first cost.

�targets should accommodate some targets should accommodate some targets should accommodate some targets should accommodate some 
“misbehavior”. “misbehavior”. “misbehavior”. “misbehavior”. 

�Energy Modeling  Energy Modeling  Energy Modeling  Energy Modeling  ---- quality is key! quality is key! quality is key! quality is key! 



Intent  and ExpectationIntent  and ExpectationIntent  and ExpectationIntent  and Expectation

Tracking the trip; marking the destinationTracking the trip; marking the destinationTracking the trip; marking the destinationTracking the trip; marking the destination

Documentation…Documentation…Documentation…Documentation…

� Managing Expectations; Clarifying IntentManaging Expectations; Clarifying IntentManaging Expectations; Clarifying IntentManaging Expectations; Clarifying Intent

� Basis of Design Basis of Design Basis of Design Basis of Design –––– describe design solutions early on to describe design solutions early on to describe design solutions early on to describe design solutions early on to 

clarify solution ‘thought process’clarify solution ‘thought process’clarify solution ‘thought process’clarify solution ‘thought process’

� In depth Intent In depth Intent In depth Intent In depth Intent –––– design specifications & drawingsdesign specifications & drawingsdesign specifications & drawingsdesign specifications & drawings

� DetailsDetailsDetailsDetails

� Sequence of operationSequence of operationSequence of operationSequence of operation

� Multiple modes of operationMultiple modes of operationMultiple modes of operationMultiple modes of operation



Expectations and UnderstandingExpectations and UnderstandingExpectations and UnderstandingExpectations and Understanding
Beyond traditional “turn over” approachBeyond traditional “turn over” approachBeyond traditional “turn over” approachBeyond traditional “turn over” approach

� Training Programs Training Programs Training Programs Training Programs 

� include methods, modes include methods, modes include methods, modes include methods, modes 

and schedules of operation;and schedules of operation;and schedules of operation;and schedules of operation;

� maintenance  guidelines. maintenance  guidelines. maintenance  guidelines. maintenance  guidelines. 

� integral with project executionintegral with project executionintegral with project executionintegral with project execution

� require signrequire signrequire signrequire sign----offoffoffoff

Consider…Consider…Consider…Consider…

� Videotaping sessionsVideotaping sessionsVideotaping sessionsVideotaping sessions

� ‘fault‘fault‘fault‘fault----tree’ studies and tree’ studies and tree’ studies and tree’ studies and 

analysis (up front!)analysis (up front!)analysis (up front!)analysis (up front!)



Trust, but verifyTrust, but verifyTrust, but verifyTrust, but verify

Monitoring , Measurement  &  VerificationMonitoring , Measurement  &  VerificationMonitoring , Measurement  &  VerificationMonitoring , Measurement  &  Verification

� Building Automation Systems are good!Building Automation Systems are good!Building Automation Systems are good!Building Automation Systems are good!

� Use the BAS to facilitate verification & auditUse the BAS to facilitate verification & auditUse the BAS to facilitate verification & auditUse the BAS to facilitate verification & audit

� Data Monitoring, Retention  and TrendingData Monitoring, Retention  and TrendingData Monitoring, Retention  and TrendingData Monitoring, Retention  and Trending

� Audit Audit Audit Audit –––– performance audits after occupancy  performance audits after occupancy  performance audits after occupancy  performance audits after occupancy  

� 3333rdrdrdrd Party Auditor? Party Auditor? Party Auditor? Party Auditor? 



Construction IssuesConstruction IssuesConstruction IssuesConstruction Issues

Materials, means & methodsMaterials, means & methodsMaterials, means & methodsMaterials, means & methods

� Product substitutionsProduct substitutionsProduct substitutionsProduct substitutions

� “incompatibility” “incompatibility” “incompatibility” “incompatibility” 

� Subcontractors Subcontractors Subcontractors Subcontractors 

� “suitable” experience “suitable” experience “suitable” experience “suitable” experience 

� Schedule DelaysSchedule DelaysSchedule DelaysSchedule Delays

� ‘time is of the essence’



Valuing Outcomes Valuing Outcomes Valuing Outcomes Valuing Outcomes 

A Question:  A Question:  A Question:  A Question:  

Is Sustainability an instantaneous thing?Is Sustainability an instantaneous thing?Is Sustainability an instantaneous thing?Is Sustainability an instantaneous thing?

Or performance over time?Or performance over time?Or performance over time?Or performance over time?



Valuing Engagement Valuing Engagement Valuing Engagement Valuing Engagement 

A Question:  A Question:  A Question:  A Question:  

How does operations and maintenance impact How does operations and maintenance impact How does operations and maintenance impact How does operations and maintenance impact 

that performance over time? that performance over time? that performance over time? that performance over time? 



Some new thinking required…Some new thinking required…Some new thinking required…Some new thinking required…

� Establishing Project specific performance targetsEstablishing Project specific performance targetsEstablishing Project specific performance targetsEstablishing Project specific performance targets

� set a ‘life span’ for assessment.  set a ‘life span’ for assessment.  set a ‘life span’ for assessment.  set a ‘life span’ for assessment.  

� Set ‘reasonable’ goals Set ‘reasonable’ goals Set ‘reasonable’ goals Set ‘reasonable’ goals 

� understand both cost and ‘complexity’;understand both cost and ‘complexity’;understand both cost and ‘complexity’;understand both cost and ‘complexity’;

� Include criteria for operations & maintenanceInclude criteria for operations & maintenanceInclude criteria for operations & maintenanceInclude criteria for operations & maintenance

� facilitate ‘best use’;facilitate ‘best use’;facilitate ‘best use’;facilitate ‘best use’;

� Performance measured over time;Performance measured over time;Performance measured over time;Performance measured over time;

� Remember: things fall apart   Remember: things fall apart   Remember: things fall apart   Remember: things fall apart   

Performance outcomes will control ‘value’ perception.Performance outcomes will control ‘value’ perception.Performance outcomes will control ‘value’ perception.Performance outcomes will control ‘value’ perception.



What becomes of Sustainability?What becomes of Sustainability?What becomes of Sustainability?What becomes of Sustainability?

� value will increase asvalue will increase asvalue will increase asvalue will increase as

demand  increases;demand  increases;demand  increases;demand  increases;

� increased value will increased value will increased value will increased value will 

increase importance of increase importance of increase importance of increase importance of 

measurement.measurement.measurement.measurement.

� integration into ‘the custom and practice’;integration into ‘the custom and practice’;integration into ‘the custom and practice’;integration into ‘the custom and practice’;

---- the new ‘normal’ the new ‘normal’ the new ‘normal’ the new ‘normal’ ––––

� New execution philosophies & context required?

Differences in execution, delivery and evaluation of sustainable projects will Differences in execution, delivery and evaluation of sustainable projects will Differences in execution, delivery and evaluation of sustainable projects will Differences in execution, delivery and evaluation of sustainable projects will 

require new approaches to defining a successful project.require new approaches to defining a successful project.require new approaches to defining a successful project.require new approaches to defining a successful project.



Sustainable Sustainable Sustainable Sustainable 

change can change can change can change can 

never be never be never be never be 

enforced enforced enforced enforced 

but only but only but only but only 

influenced influenced influenced influenced 

!آپ کا شکريہ

Danish Rahi Danish Rahi Danish Rahi Danish Rahi 


